Starting Art in
Year 12
Then we need to get your creative juices flowing!!

Create

Let’s just
get
creating
to start

Create a Collage of Your Bucket List. Start off by creating your
bucket list — a list of all the things you want to see, do, and
experience during your lifetime. Then, do the following:

Grab

Grab a stack of magazines and cut out any images that
represent the items on your bucket list. You can also look for
images online and print them out.

Glue

Glue your images on a piece of paper.

Decide

Decide if you want to draw on top, add little pieces of fabric,
glue on some letters to spell out messages, and so on.

The more
creativity
you use
the more
you get

Cut out a square or a rectangle in
a piece of card and lay it over a
section of your collage – draw it
in as much detail as you can

Or paint it – creating a large
abstract line version

Or do both

Get Creative
• Create a Poster. Fuel your creativity by
creating a poster. You can get a poster
board and fill it with your favourite
quotes, draw an image on it, or fill it with
inspirational sayings of your own.
Instead of making it by hand, you can
also use Power Point, PhotoShop, or
use an online poster maker.

• Draw Zentangles. You draw Zentangles by making patterns.
These patterns can be simple or complex, and they’re lots
of fun and very relaxing to make. Some refer to Zentangles
as artistic meditation. Here are some examples:

Zentangles

• Choose your paper and drawing media carefully – there are
loads of videos on You Tube
• Photocopy it and turn your zentangle into a collage or
painting

• Create a Newspaper Blackout Poem. Austin Kleon writes poetry by redacting
newspaper articles with a permanent marker. All you need to do to copy his
style is the following:

Being
creative

• Grab a newspaper and a permanent marker.
• Choose an article.
• Take the marker and eliminate any words that you don’t need.
• Whatever words are left after you’re done redacting make up your poem.
• Illustrate it using a combination of found images and imagination

Now to get drawing
from observation
• You need 6 pieces of paper – and a pen

• Sit down and draw any view in the room and the
composition must fill the entire page. After a
short period – say 10 minutes), tape a second
piece of paper adjacent to and slightly
overlapping any edge of your existing drawing –
• Continue your drawing on the second sheet thus
enlarging the composition to include a view that
is congruent to the first drawing’s composition.
• Continue for a similar short period and then add
the 3rd piece and so on. In this larger field you
begin to include the windows, floor and ceiling

photography
• Become David Hockney
and create a joiner
composition
• Take lots of images of one
object from different
viewpoints and then
reassemble them

Draw a headless
selfportrait/portrait
• Which body parts could
serve as a metaphor for
you or a family member/
celebrity
• Start with a CAF of every
body part of interest even
the soul or memories of
the person
• Create a drawing or

Shelf
Portrait
• Objects symbolize the things , places,
people and events of your life.
• Many of us have looked at
someone’s bookshelves or
possessions to gain some insight into
that person.
• Create a large drawing of a set of
shelves or a cupboard full of shelves
on which are placed objects
symbolizing things, places, people or
events from your life. The correct use
of perspective drawing the shelves
and objects is a major goal but you

